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A conference on electro-mobility at ESIGELEC
ESIGELEC-IRSEEM hosted
the Normandy Days on
Electro-mobility on the 23rd
and 24th January, 2013.
This event was part of the
BATTERIE and ENEVATE
projects, which are related
to transportation and
brought by ESIGELEC and
IRSEEM. It gathered around
40 partners coming from 9
European countries and
about 20 local companies.
The participants attended
round tables, training sessions, B2B sessions and a
demonstration of VoyageSNCF's new itinerary planification tool, called
MyTripSet.

Vice-President of CREA in
charge of sustainable development, and Nicolas
Mayer-Rossignol, VicePresident of the Region

The Normandy Days started
with an opening ceremony
featuring Eric Durieux, ESIGELEC-IRSEEM's general
manager, Alain Ovide,
mayor of Cleon and also

A representative for Renault
presented the new Twizy, a
100% electric urban car.
The participants were able
to try it out on CISE's parking lot and to ask their

questions to Mr Batelier,
who mentioned the vehicle's
autonomy of 75 miles and
its speed limit of 30 miles
per hour.

BATTERIE is about:


TRANSPORT



ALTERNATIVE FUELS



INTERMODALITY



INTEROPERABILITY
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STRATEGIC PROJECT
BUDGET OF €3.4M
14 PARTNERS

Haute-Normandie in charge
of employment, economics
and energy.

The Normandy Days on
Electro-mobility welcomed
in total about 100 visitors
and contributed to the Region Haute-Normandie and
CREA's efforts towards
green energy in transportation.

PARTNERS IN EACH ATLANTIC
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BATTERIE
Launch in Northern Ireland attended by two Ministers
The partnership in Northern
Ireland, Action Renewables
and South West College,
launched BATTERIE in the
presence of two NI Ministers
on the 5th December 2012.
Minister for the Environment
Alex Attwood and Minister
for Regional Development
Danny Kennedy attended the
event, which was hosted by
the Head of the EU Commission in Northern Ireland and
at their EU Commission offices in Belfast. Both the Department of the Environment
and the Department of Regional Development are

Wrightbus
(www.wrightbus.com)

“FROM A
CLIMATE
CHANGE, AN AIR

Associate partners in the
BATTERIE project and are
committed to working within
the project to help deliver the
objectives.

SOMETHING TO

Over 100 attendees were
present at the event, including representatives form the
Academic Sector, the Private
Sector and the Public Sector.
There was also widespread
interest from the media with
much newspaper coverage
and a television interview.

REDUCE THE

Minister Attwood said “ From

QUALITY AND A
HEALTH
PERSPECTIVE
THERE IS A CLEAR
NEED TO DO

Air quality and a health perspective there is a clear need
to do something to reduce
emissions from transport.
Minister Kennedy said “I am
delighted to see a Northern
Ireland organisation leading
this innovative and exciting
partnership. With the continuing financial pressures faced
by people living here coupled with the need to tackle
climate change, this research
is of crucial importance’

EMISSIONS FROM a climate change, an
TRANSPORT!”

South West Regional Authority, Ireland
The South West Regional
Authority (SWRA) through the
INTERREG IVB BATTERIE project is supporting and participating in the ‘Mix Your
Mode’ initiative which will run
in Cork for the month of
March. This is an initiative by
Cork Environmental Forum to
promote more sustainable
modes of transport by encouraging people to mix
their mode of transport during March. It will promote

the options available such as
bus, train, cycling, walking
and even use of the new
electric Go Cars in the city.
The aim being that through
positive experiences in participating, people will adopt
more sustainable behaviour
patterns in how they get to
and from school, work, the
shops etc. This initiative complements the BATTERIE aims
of addressing intermodality,
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promoting alternative fuelled
vehicles and positively
changing behaviour towards
more sustainable modes of
transportation. REDFM one
of the local Cork based radio stations has come on
board as an associate for
this initiative. They will help
to provide advertising and
even get their DJs to have a
competition to take different
methods of transport during
the month and feedback how
they get on.

See more on Facebook
under ‘Operation
Transportation’ and
also http://
www.cef.ie/2013/02
/04/mix-your-modepromoting-sustainabletravel/
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CENER, Navarra Region of Spain
The Regional Urban
Transport of Pamplona has
joined a hybrid bus on tests
during January 2013. This
vehicle combines an electric
engine of 44 kW with a diesel one. Using the electric
engine for the initial accelerations, the hybrid system
allows up to a 30% saving in
fuel with respect to conventional diesel buses.
The vehicle has a capacity of
95 passengers (including 22
seating and 2 for disabled
people), together with an
automatic transmission system
that permits a smoother driving during the acceleration
moments, as well as a lower

noise, pollutant emissions and
fuel consumption. Currently,
there are more than 1.500
hybrid buses like the one
referred operating in different Chinese cities.
The hybrid bus, which has
circulated within the Region
of Pamplona for a month,
was manufactured by the
Chinese company Foton with
offices in Tafalla, Navarre.
This is the same company
who developed the electric
bus “Pilavesa” which has
been in testing operation
since 2011 within the context
of a project coordinated by
the Government of Navarre
through CITEAN.

The aim of this experience is
to know precisely the values
of consumption, as well as the
reliability of the system and
the comfort for the passengers, and for that, the hybrid
bus has been tested in most
of the existing routes in the
regional network.

Denokinn, Basque Region of Spain

FAEN, Asturias Region of Spain

BARIK (meaning « without »
in Basque language), as is
called the new electronic
ticketing system for Bizkaia
region (1.2m inhabitants), is
the most ambitious plan put in
place
by
the
Biscay
Transport Consortium to unify
in one single system the entire public transport network.

LABCITYCAR PROJECT IN
GIJON

The massive distribution of
the contact less pre-paid
smart card started on the
11th of October 2012 and
by end February 2013 had
reached the number of
425.000 issued units which
counts for 94% of the approximately 450.000 habitual users of public transport in
Bizkaia.
There exist two types of
BARIK card: The “Anonymous
Barik” (it can be registered
to protect personal data and
money against robbery or
loss), that can be acquired at
ticket machines in the underground stations, specially
intended to be transferable
and multi-person up to 9
people on a single trip and

the “Personalized Barik” that
portrays a photo of the user,
compulsory
accreditation
when registering to entitle
certain discount rates for
young, elderly people, large
families, etc., nominative and
non transferable.
The Barik card integrates
railways (Basque Railways in
Bizkaia, Bilbao Metro and
Tram), buses (Bizkaia and
Bilbao Bus network), Cable
(Artxanda, Larreineta and
Ereaga Funiculars) and dissuasive parkings close to
Metro stations in the outskirts
of Bilbao.

The city of Gijón (AsturiasSpain) is the stage of a project on efficient mobility under the living lab format. The
project is called LABCITYCAR
and involves several companies and institutions with FAEN as driving force and the
business entity ADN Mobile
Solutions as the leader. The
idea is to develop a new
concept of sustainable mobility study using advanced devices developed for this purpose. LABCITYCAR will facilitate the integration of technological innovation in society
and increase return on investments in ICT research.
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The project aims to
design and make a
concept proof of a
communication
infrastructure that allows in
the future adding new
services. Two aspects
will be experimentally
tested:


Ecological footprint:
Actual
measured in real
time, GPS location,
routing,
and congestion.



Noise Analysis

The project will last six
months and will provide
the basis for the local
government to design
new services and improve existing ones in
mobility.

Organization
BATTERIE - BETTER ACCESSIBLE TRANSPORT TO ENCOURAGE ROBUST INTERMODAL ENTERPRISE

THE PARTNERSHIP
Action Renewables
Block C Unit 1, Boucher
Business Studios, Belfast
Northern Ireland, BT12 6QH
Phone: 0044 2890 727763
Fax: 0044 2890 234464
E-mail:
terry.waugh@actionrenewabl
es.co.uk

BATTERIE has an excellent quality of partnership. First of all, each country or region within the
Atlantic Area is represented – Portugal, Spain, France, Ireland, UK. Furthermore the partnership
is triple helix; that is to say that we have partners in the private, public and academic sectors.
The partners have a wealth of expertise in completing transnational transport, energy, smart
technology and regional development projects.

Partners in the project
Full Partners
Action Renewables Ltd

www.actionrenewables.org

terry.waugh@actionrenewables.co.uk

South West College

www.swc.ac.uk

john.harrison@swc.ac.uk

PURE Energy

www.pureenergycentre.com

elizabeth.pure@btconnect.com

EASN

www.easn.eu

rkroon@fier.net

SWRA

www.swra.ie

jforde@swra.ie

Inteli

www.inteli.pt

amontiero@inteli.pt

OesteCIM

www.oestecim.pt

secretarioexecutivo@am-oeste.pt

Esigelec

www.esigelec.fr/irseem

lucie.soulard@esigelec.fr

CEIN SL

www.cein.es

lneito@cein.es

CENER

www.cener.com

ggarcia@cener..com

Denokinn

www.denokinn.eu

jfinez@denokinn.eu

FAEN

www.faen.es

miren@faen.es

ESB

www.esb.ie

senan.mcgrath@esb.ie

Oxford Brookes University

www.brookes.ac.uk

jimcampbell22@aol.com

Associate Partners

